
ORGANIC JEWELRY

Code Picture Description

1 NPF101

2 NDK101

3 NDK102

4 NDK103

5 NPK101

6 NPK102

7 NPK103

Handmade necklace made of 
crochet and handfelted wool balls

Handmade necklace made of 
multicolor wooden balls

Handmade necklace made of 
single string of wooden balls and 

handknotted thread

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade necklace made of 
single string of wooden balls and 

handknotted thread

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade necklace made of 
handfelted wool balls and 

handbraided balls of seed beads

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade necklace made of 
handfelted wool balls and 

handbraided balls of seed beads

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade necklace made of 
handfelted wool balls and 

handbraided balls of seed beads

could be made in different 
colors



7 NPK103

8 NPK104

9 NPK105

10 NPK106

Code Picture Description

11 NLS101

12 NLS102

13 NLS103

14 NLS104

15 NLS105

Handmade necklace made of 
handfelted wool balls and 

handbraided balls of seed beads

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade necklace made of 
handfelted wool balls and 

handbraided balls of seed beads 
and porcelain

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade necklace made of 
handfelted wool balls and 

handbraided balls of seed beads 
and porcelain

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade necklace made of 
handfelted wool balls and 

handbraided balls of seed beads 
and porcelain

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade necklace made of 
organic natural linen and natural 

carnelian beads   

could be made with  different 
semi-precious stone beads

Necklace and bracelet handmade 
of organic natural linen and 10 

mm imitation pearls beads

could be made with  different 
and natural pearls as well

Necklace and bracelet handmade 
of organic natural linen, MOP and 

beads

could be made with  different 
stones

Necklace handmade of organic 
natural linen and natural turquoise 

chips

could be made with  different 
stones

Necklace and bracelet handmade 
of organic natural linen, natural 

stone beads 

could be made with  different 
stones



15 NLS105

16 NLS106

17 NLS107

18 NLS108

19 NLS109

20 NLB10 Price per each

SOUTACHE JEWELRY

Code Picture Description

21 SNR10

22 SBL10

Necklace and bracelet handmade 
of organic natural linen, natural 

stone beads 

could be made with  different 
stones

Handmade necklace and bracelet  
 created from natural cotton rope 

and silverplated findings

Handmade necklace and bracelet  
 created from natural cotton rope

Handmade necklace and bracelet  
 created from cotton tread and 

velvet beads

Handmade necklace and bracelet 
leather thread set 

Handmade and bracelet   created 
from coated leather treads  and 

porcelain beads (top) leather 
suede strips and Celtic motive 

silverplated ornament

Necklace soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones on natural suede 
leather strings



22 SBL10

23 SBL11

24 SBB10

25 SBB11

26 SBB12

27 SBB13

28 SBB14

29 SBB15

30 SBB16

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones on natural suede 
leather strings

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones on natural black 
suede leather strings

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-
precious stones (crazy lace ),

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones (blue-yellow tiger 
eye), 

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones (mokaite, marble 
an Cairo night), 

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors



30 SBB16

Code Picture Description

31 SPB10

32 SPB11

33 SPB12

34 SPB13

35 SBR10

36 SEA11

37 SEA12

38 SEA13

Bracelet soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Pendant soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Pendant soutache handmade of 
silk thread, and MOP

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Pendant soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Pendant soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Broche/Pendant soutache 
handmade of silk thread, beads 

and semi-precious stones

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Earrings soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones (crazy lace agate) 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Earrings soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones (dragon eggs), 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Earrings soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones (mokaite, jasper), 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors



38 SEA13

39 SEA13

TATTING JEWELRY

Code Picture Description

40 FEO1

41 FEO2

42 FEO3

43 FEO4

44 FEO5

45 FEO6

46 FEO7

Earrings soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-

precious stones (mokaite, jasper), 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Earrings soutache handmade of 
silk thread, beads and semi-
precious stones (tourmaline 
crystal), sterling silver hooks 

could be made with  different 
stones and in different colors

Handmade tatting earrings with 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade tatting earrings with 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade tatting earrings with 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade tatting earrings and 
beads with sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting earrings with 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors, 

Handmade tatting earrings and 
beads with sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting earrings and 
beads with sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones



46 FEO7

47 FEO8

48 FEO9

49 FEO10

50 FEO11

Code Picture Description

51 FBA10

52 FBA10a

53 FBA11

54 FBA12

Handmade tatting earrings and 
beads with sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting earrings and 
beads with sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting earrings and 
beads with sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting earrings with 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors, 

Handmade tatting earrings with 
sterling silver hooks 

could be made in different 
colors, 

Handmade tatting bracelet, 
magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, 

Same as above with lobster 
clasp

could be made in different 
colors, 

Handmade tatting bracelet, 
magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, 

Handmade tatting bracelet, 
magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, 



54 FBA12

55 FBA13

56 FBA13A

57 FBA14

58 FBA14A

59 FBA15

60 FBA15A

Code Picture Description

61 FBA16

62 FBA17

Handmade tatting bracelet, 
magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, 

Handmade tatting bracelet, 
magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, 

Same as above with lobster 
clasp

could be made in different 
colors, 

Handmade tatting bracelet, lobster 
clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, 

Same as above with 
magnetic clasp

could be made in different 
colors, 

Handmade tatting bracelet with 
amethyst , magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Same as above with lobster 
clasp

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting bracelet, lobster 
clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads 

or stones

Handmade tatting bracelet, 
magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones



62 FBA17

63 FBA18

64 FBA19

65 FBA20

66 FBA21

67 FNA10

68 FNA10a

69 FNA11

70 FNA11a

71 FNA12

Handmade tatting bracelet, 
magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting bracelet, lobster 
clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads 

or stones

Handmade tatting bracelet, lobster 
clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting bracelet, lobster 
clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting bracelet, lobster 
clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads 

or stones

Handmade tatting necklace, 
magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, 

Same as above with lobster 
clasp

could be made in different 
colors,

Handmade tatting necklace, 
magnetic clasp 

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Same as above with lobster 
clasp

could be made in different 
colors, with different beads or 

stones

Handmade tatting necklace, 
lobster clasp 

could be made in different 
colors



71 FNA12

BALTIC AMBER JEWELRY

Code Picture Description

72 AB1

73 AB2

74 AB3

75 AB4

76 AN1

77 AP1

78 AP2

79 AC1

Handmade tatting necklace, 
lobster clasp 

could be made in different 
colors

Handmade sterling silver and 
baltic amber bracelet 

could be made in different 
color of baltic amber

Handmade sterling silver and 
Baltic amber bracelet 

could be made in different 
color of baltic amber

Handmade sterling silver and 
Baltic amber bracelet 

could be made in different 
color of baltic amber

Handmade sterling silver and 
Baltic amber bracelet 

could be made in different 
color of baltic baltic amber

Handmade sterling silver and 
Baltic amber necklace 

could be made in different 
color of baltic amber

Handmade sterling silver and 
Baltic amber pendant large

could be made in different 
color of baltic amber

Handmade sterling silver and 
Baltic amber pendant medium

could be made in different 
color of baltic amber

Handmade Baltic amber and 
sterling silver pendant cross



79 AC1

80 AG1

NEW!!! WEDDING OR COCKTAIL PARTY JEWELRY

Code Picture Description

82 WS1

83 WS2

84 WS3

85 WS4

86 WS5

Handmade Baltic amber and 
sterling silver pendant cross

Handmade Baltic amber and 
sterling silver and handblown 

glass vase

Handmade tatting lace set, lobster 
clasp 

Handmade tatting lace set, lobster 
clasp 

Handmade soutache wedding or 
cocktail necklace 

Handmade soutache wedding or 
cocktail bracelet 

Handmade soutache wedding or 
cocktail earrings



86 WS5

How to care and clean your  jewelry:

3) store it correctly, best of all use small bags included to your purchased jewelry

4) keep away from direct sunlight - it might discolored your jewelry

Handmade soutache wedding or 
cocktail earrings

How to order:                                                                                                                                     
                                    Request a catalog by writing an email to info@antique-boutique-store.com  
Minimum order during the show till end of August is $200 for amber jewelry,  $ 100 for tatting, 
soutache, organic jewelry mix. Remember jewelry is handmade, and pieces might be slightly 
different than in catalog. Delivery time is up to  4 weeks from date of payment was receive. All 
package come from Brooklyn NY to avoid complication of export  cost and delay. Shipping cost is 
determined from Brooklyn, NY to your destination. All jewelry comes with package and proper 
store container or bag, which should be sold to customer along with jewelry piece.

1) keep it away from the water of any source like shower, washing or rain etc, 
and away of dirt as much as possible

2) do not get in contact with chemicals ( including cosmetics - put your jewelry 
after you use perfumes , deodorant, creams etc.) , detergents etc. They can 
destroy, discolored your jewelry of any kind

5) to clean tatting lace jewelry- wash by hands in lukewarm water with very 
delicate, non-colored soap, or other delicate non-colored detergent, rinse and 
dry flat, you can iron if needed with low temperature and only where you do not 
have any kind of applications made of plastic, Baltic amber, pearl etc. To make 
it more stiff you might use impregnation spray, or hair spray, and let it dry 
completely before you use it.

6) to clean soutache jewelry- wash by hands by delicate pressing in cold water 
with very delicate, non-colored soap, or other delicate non-colored detergent, 
rinse and dry flat, you can iron if needed with low temperature and only where 
you do not have any kind of applications made of plastic, Baltic amber, pearl 
etc. To make it more stiff you might use impregnation spray, or hair spray, and 
let it dry completely before you use it.

6) to clean organic jewelry- wash by hands by very delicate pressing in cold 
water with very delicate, non-colored soap, or other delicate non-colored 
detergent, rinse and dry flat or use dry cleaning service. To make it more stiff 
you might use impregnation spray, or hair spray, and let it dry completely 
before you use it.

6) to clean silver and Baltic amber jewelry- use only jewelry cleaning tissue. Do 
not use any kind of liquid chemicals for silver cleaning. They destroy and 
discoloring Baltic amber.
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